
Intro to Type Design: VCD4/53060 

Rm. 471 Taylor, T/TH 5.30–8.15pm 

Assistant Prof. Aoife Mooney  

  amooney2@kent.edu    

341M Taylor Hall, 2–4.30pm M/W

Overview

This course serves as an introduction to the core principles of typeface design. It is a fast-paced and 

challenging course with a requirement for a high-level of engagement and research on the part of the 

student. Building on Introduction to Typography, and Advanced Typography, this course deals with the 

underlying themes in typeface design and their relationship to the typographer’s needs.  

Typefaces are systems. As such, they are a microcosmic example of the principles evident in the larger 

scope of design as a way of thinking, making and producing.

Over the course of the semester, you will engage with, and apply, your previous understanding of 

structure, identity, form, and the importance of consistency, as well as honing your awareness of 

broader concepts, such as space, harmony, personality, idiosyncracy and a user-centered approach. 

Each project is designed to improve your understanding of the uses and applications of type design and 

the factors that influence the development of new typefaces.

Course Format

Classes will comprise a combination of: short lectures; hands-on sketching and digital drawing; group 

and individual feedback sessions; and student presentations. 

Lectures will be announced in advance of the class on which they will be delivered as well as listed 

in the course syllabus. Please make sure to arrive promptly and have your phone turned to silent for 

the duration of the lecture. These lectures will be brief, to allow for maximal class-time activity and 

feedback, and for this reason will be packed with information which is critical to your successful 

progress with your practical projects. Please pay close attention and take notes. If you miss a lecture 

it will be your responsibility to read independently, and to seek out the topics covered to catch up with 

your peers. 

Sketching should be ‘quick and dirty’. Sketch loosely and quickly, and with purpose. Never throw 

anything out, and actively pursue feedback from your classmates. 

Digital drawing techniques will be covered in a demo lecture, as well as on a case-by-case  

basis. However, it is each student’s responsibility to familiarize themselves with their software,  

seek out tutorials and read the manual for their font editor of choice (Glyphs is the recommended 

course software). 

* typefaces used in header were designed as part of the Intro to Type Design class in various 

semesters and are Function by Natalie Snodgrass, Mugler by Dean Sweetnich, and  

Toddler Pro by Josh Kruszynski



Group feedback sessions will comprise roughly half of the feedback sessions. Each student is 

expected to participate and offer constructive feedback to their peers. Class participation is mandatory; 

and failure to participate in class will negatively impact upon your overall grade. It is important to 

develop skills in critiquing and discussing type and become comfortable with the correct terminology. 

Type design is often a collaboration, and group feedback can simulate this kind of dialogue. Your peers 

are also the closest thing you will get to a focus group—use this time wisely! 

Individual feedback sessions can be very fruitful in discussing problems that are not universal 

but specific to your project. Please be proactive in identifying questions that pertain to your brief in 

advance, so that we can make the most of the time available. 

Learning Objectives

In this course, you will develop practical, applied skills combined with an awareness of the theoretical 

and contextual framework in which typeface design operates.  

Specifically, you will:

» Explore the relationship between the requirements of typography and the development of

typefaces: application informing development

» Gain familiarity with the requirements of different reproduction technologies and how

these relate to aesthetic criteria in typeface design

» Explore and further your understanding of the role of expression, personality and

atmosphere in typeface design

» Develop good working practices through engagement with the processes and iterative

methodologies of typeface development, including digital drawing skills, assessment 

with regard to stipulated aims, and critique

» Improve your awareness of form, shape, space, and harmony of elements on both a micro 

and macro level

» Fine-tune your ‘systems thinking’ skills.

Course Materials

» Various mark-making tools, markers, broad nibbed pens, brushes, micron pens, hard

pencils for fine line work and tracing and soft pencils for quick, loose sketches.

» Large Sketchbook (Bienfang Graphics 360 11x14”)

» Tracing paper pad (letter-size is fine)

» Itoya Folder for housing proofs (or other tabloid size container for development work)

» Colored pens for marking up proofs

» Glyphs App License* available in three ways:

a) (recommended option) 1/3 student license €50



valid for 6months and extendable for a full license 

b) full student license €150

c) semester-long license €20 (not extendable)

* Font Editors

There are many available font editors on the market. Glyphs is the one recommended for this class, as a 

well-conceived software with integrated interpolation, kerning and preview.

Readings & Resources: www.throwingshapes.org

There is a website that accompanies this class. Please refer to this on a class-by-class basis for recaps, 

homework and further reading resources.

Coursework Breakdown & Submission Requirements

Project 1 10% And Per Se And  

Project 2 10% Beautiful Group

Project 3 15% Logotype

5% Brief for logotype

10% Logotype

Project 4 50% Prototype

5% Brief for typeface

45% Prototype Typeface 

Project 5 10% Specimen

Sketchbook 5% To include all letterform sketches, typeface proofs, and layout sketches.

Grading

A Excellent — exceeds parameters of brief, demonstrates flair

B Good — fulfills brief, demonstrates a high level of learning and skill

C Competent — adequately fulfills brief, learning objectives

D Substandard — inadequately fulfills brief , gaps in learning

F Poor — fails to meet brief and learning objectives

VCD Policy

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1joOZgjM8eN45mIXuDGrLxGIEG70KvvF4jY5k71ooYkk/edit 

Attendance & Participation is mandatory, and absences will negatively affect your grade and your 

progress. You will be expected to work between classes and use class time for critique, reflection and 

the acquisition of new knowledge in the form of lectures and discussion. Commenting and posting on 

the class website will also count as participation. 



Readings

For each project you will be assigned short readings and resources to review. These readings deal with 

central themes in typeface design and typography and will ground your practice in theory. If you have 

difficulty finding these readings or in understanding the content, please contact me immediately so we 

can get you on the right track. 

Accessibility

University policy 3-01.3 requires that students with disabilities be provided reasonable accommodations 

Disabilities to ensure their equal access to course content. If you have a documented disability and 

require accommodations, please contact the instructor at the beginning of the semester to make 

arrangements for necessary classroom adjustments. Please note, you must first verify your eligibility for 

these through Student Accessibility Services (330-672-3391). or visit: http://www.kent.edu/sas for more 

information on registration procedures).


